
SENIOR DESIGNER 
Full Time 

 
The Senior Designer at Lunya creates best-in-class sleepwear, leading in design, 
function, fit, and quality. In partnership with the Product Team, you create and 
develop the line from inception to finished product. Your designs truly matter – 
we’re not about cranking out styles to make a specific ship-date, or designing just to 
check a box. We design less, but with laser-focus on making each piece thoughtful 
and amazing. Our customer trusts us to give her the absolute best sleepwear out 
there – and we take that shit seriously.  
 
What You’ll Do: 
You combine premium knit experience, with creativity, technical skills, and a 
collaborative attitude.   You work well with Merchandising and Production to create 
functional, innovative, quality designs – oh, and experience with active wear and/or 
functional fabrics is a plus. You are not only comfortable with, but happy to wear 
multiple hats when needed – and we bet you look good in hats, so why not? You are 
also hard-working, driven, entrepreneurial, and fun to hang out with. 
 
Who You Are: 

● Degree in fashion design 
● Minimum 7-10 years of design experience 
● An expert in cut & sew premium knits, and comfortable with sweater design 
● Active-wear design and/or technical fabric experience a plus 
● Lead all fittings from proto to production 
● OCD-level attention to detail 
● Appreciative of slow-fashion, approach every piece with purpose and passion 
● There’s more but just apply, come in, and let’s chat about it 

 
Please send your resume to jobs@lunya.co so that you can help us change the 
world –  one bedroom at a time.  
 
More About Lunya: 
We believe that women should care just as much about what they wear at night, as 
they do during the day. Aside from looking good, our sleepwear actually helps 
women sleep better and feel confidently comfortable (*mic drop*).  
 
Our small-but-mighty team is smart, creative, passionate, and entrepreneurial 
minded who meet the same superior standards we set for our product. But you 
know, we’re a young company so nothing is above or below you – assisting with 
fabric sourcing and tech packs shouldn’t send you running for the hills. Our 
company culture is special and unique – you’ll dig it we promise. Plus, wouldn’t you 
rather commute to Santa Monica instead of Downtown? Nothing against Downtown 
but, let’s be real…  
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